Dome sweet Dome
Distribution of the 1984 Dome continued yesterday after presenting his student I.D. to senior Kate Coughlin, a copy of Copies of Dome will be available for pick up after tomorrow in the Dome office.

Campus Life Council meets, offers possible revisions to alcohol policy
By MIKE MILLEN
Staff Reporter
While protests, banners, and letters to the editor have given the administration the message regarding student viewpoint on the alcohol policy and subsequent directives, they have done only that: given a revision to the directives in a proposal that the campus body.
Chaired by Student Body President Rob Bertino and Vice President Cathy David, the council addressed each of the directives which the Student Senate found “objectionable.”
Dean of Students James Roemer prefaced the discussion with the observation that only the directives were negotiable.
“The Offices of the University in conjunction with the Trustees have approved the policy. It is the official policy of the University,” Roemer stated, saying that the council should concentrate on the directives and not the policy itself.
Roemer was confident the officers would probably agree “if (the set process) is taken overall. reasonable.”
Roemer subsequently abstained on every vote which was taken saying he was interested in the “overall picture” rather than specific directives.
“The beer and wine only provision met with general disagreement. David said, “The main issue is impossibility of enforcement.” Sister Nadine Overbeck, rector of Breen-Phillips, added “When you have mixed drinks, there is less tendency to get rowdy.”
The council members voted unanimously to strike this article from the directives.
No one was in favor of the “limits of number of people in a room” directive. Father Mario Poli, rector of St. Edward’s, commented that there is a question as to “what is a party and what is a social gathering, and I think the best person to make that decision is a rector.”
Alumni Rector George Rozum continued, stating that he is determining the maximum capacity of a room, descriptive terms like “any gathering which has excessive noise and disturbs the rights of others” should be employed. David also was in favor of leaving the decision up to the rector, adding “If alcohol is present, what determines a party should be left up to hall rectors.”
The section was deleted by a unanimous vote.
Roemer found the “no bars in room” point as being rather non-negotiable. In David’s opinion, bars do not give a “tavern like” atmosphere to student’s rooms. They are cheap furnishing and will serve as a catch-all for garbage. He said, pointing out that they were stocked “except during happy hours.”
Brother Frank Rozzi, rector of Holy Cross, saw a problem with ambiguity. He said that in his hall there are some structures in student rooms which are so large it is difficult to classify them as simply a “bar.”
The council voted to remove this article from the directives.
There was disagreement over the “no punch allowed” issue. Roemer thought that whole punch may be inexpensive, there are many problems associated with it. He cited examples of students being hospitalized because they unknowingly drank punch “spiked” with grain alcohol.
Dillon Hall President Bernard Pellegrino agreed with Roemer. “Sometimes the punch gets out of hand. I don’t think it would be a great loss.”
Brother Steven Gobin, rector of Carroll Hall, disagreed, saying “I don’t see why we suddenly decided that students are unable to handle punch.” The proposal to delete this part of the directives was passed 10-7.
The issue of section parties and the “limit of two hall formal parties per person” was discussed. Gibson questioned, “Why do we suddenly come to a point to decide that students aren’t responsible enough to have one party or two parties or 12 parties?”
Roemer was against having many permissions or section parties. “If there are 12 of them per semester, I think it will degenerate to a party room.” Roemer motion to suggest just having two halls formal per semester was defeated 11-2.
The “10 percent food, 50 percent alcohol, See ALCOHOL, page 3
Parietals rules debated
By JAMES JANSEN
Staff Reporter
A five-page report drawn up by the Judicial Council Committee on Parietals was issued at last night’s Judicial Council meeting. The Parietals com-

Clebek head of safety and security; new post to insure safety at SMC
By KATHY A. CEPERICH
News Staff
F.B.I. Academy graduate and former South Bend police officer Dick Clebek will replace Anthony Kovatch as Saint Mary's security director on June 1. His official title will be Director of Safety and Security.
The position was created along with a safety committee to insure better safety conditions on campus. Clebek is expected to be named chairman of the committee.
Presently Clebek is compiling a reference handbook of policies and procedures to be used by the security staff.
The manual will give detailed instructions of what to do in specific emergencies such as tornadoes, fires, or assault. It will also put into writing campus rules, including parking regulations, for a more consistent policy. Under present policy a student may be ticketed one day for illegal parking and not the next.
Clebek spent 23 years on the South Bend police force and was recently Captain of the Records Bureau, responsible for communications, data processing and photo lab.
Mr. Robt Foldens, director of Saint Mary’s personnel, said Clebek was selected because of his demeanor and his administrative and investigative experience. “His personality fits the College and he can provide the protection that we feel is necessary,” Foldens added if he doesn’t see security as “macho dis-
ciplinarians” instead, he wants to present a comfortable environment. He is looking forward to improving security an image.
Foldens hopes to “give our security officers better and more comprehensive tools with which to do their work.”
Foldens anticipates many changes in the operation of security. He also mentioned he was “appreciative of the service” that Kovatch provided to the College.
Commitment to action
a vital part of the plan

A new student center is not on the planning board but once the plans for the renovation of LaFortune are completed, students might not recognize the former science building.

The LaFortune Renovation Committee has just submitted its "LaFortune Student Center: Building Program Summary" to Executive Assistant to the President Father David Tyson. Included in this summary are plans for a student media center, a commercial zone, an under-graduate club, and recreation leisure areas.

If all goes as planned by Director of Student Affairs James McDonnell and the five students who comprised the Renovation Committee, the center is executed, the report, a process which Tyson said normally takes three or four weeks, (but remember, this is Notre Dame), the Officers must approve the plans. And if they don't, then what happens? Is it back to the drawing board? Or does the committee have to present its report all over again, right?

Not quite. After architects draw preliminary sketches based on the report, a process which Tyson said normally takes three or four weeks, (but remember, this is Notre Dame), if the Officers do not approve the plan, the committee has presented its report, full steam ahead, right?

Not at all. Another process draws preliminary sketches based on the report, a process which Tyson said normally takes three or four weeks. The Officers, from the extension of three floors, to the purchasing of a large television screen.

Even more essential than the O.K. of the officers is the basic commitment of the administration. Concern for student life has been verbally expressed a number of times. What if a new and improved LaFortune is not finished until 1994? What are students supposed to do in the interim? They are left with an inadequate facility and an administration that seemingly does not care. Now, the administration's chance to prove their commitment to the students through action.

The Observer publishes its official opinion in the form of an unsigned, large-print, wide-column article on the Viewpoint page. These columns represent the opinion of a majority of The Observer editorial board. All other columns, on the Viewpoint page or otherwise, are the views of their authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board or The Observer staff.
OBUD asks students about alcohol
By MIRIAM HILL
Staff Reporter

Ombudsman telephoned more than 250 students last Wednesday, April 25, to survey student attitudes toward alcohol, according to Ombudsman Director Henry Sienkiewicz. A similar survey was taken in 1975.

The purpose of the survey "was to see whether student attitude has changed since the 1975 survey," Sienkiewicz said. He and other pollsters chose students randomly from the Notre Dame directory and asked eight questions, including how often they consume alcohol, whether alcohol is a detriment to the Notre Dame community, and whether there should be official University guidelines concerning student use of alcohol.

The 1975 and 1984 surveys yielded basically the same results, with approximately 49 percent of the students responding that they consume alcohol more than once per week and 43 percent less than once per week in both surveys. Ninety percent of the students in 1975 and 1984 replied alcohol was not a detriment to the Notre Dame community.

The most noticeable difference between the two surveys occurred in response to the question of official University guidelines on the use of alcohol. In 1975, only 42 percent agreed the University should establish rules governing the use of alcohol. Last week's survey showed 81.2 percent of the students felt there should be official University guidelines, reflecting increased student support for responsible use of alcohol.

Over 63 percent of the students questioned in this year's survey agreed with present University guidelines on alcohol and 74.8 percent said the new policy would affect their social life unfavorably.

Father George Rozum, rector of Alumni Hall, agreed with these results, saying he thinks most students were pleased with the old guidelines governing alcohol use.

Copies of the survey were sent to Student Body President Bob Bertino, Vice President Cathy David, and Observer Editor-in-Chief Bob Vonderheide.

Bertino felt "the results of the survey coincide with the way students have been reacting to the new policy in general." In response to the question concerning the effects of the new policy on student social life, Bertino said, "When you've got three fourths of the students saying it will affect social life negatively, it shows there is a serious problem with social life here."

Sienkiewicz and Ombudsman will continue with this type of survey next year.
Have You SCORED Lately?

Now's your chance to hit that Home Run you've been dying for!

The Student Activities Board is sponsoring a SOFTBALL ROUND ROBIN TOURNAMENT between dorms on Saturday, May 5.

Picnic from 11-1pm

Featuring 'The Law' playing from 1-4pm

ST. JUDE
O Holy St. Jude, Apostle and Martyr great in virtue and rich in miracles, now succourer of those in need, I address my humble prayer to thee. I trust in the efficacious intercession of thy most holy patronage, that in the midst of my present troubles, I may obtain the help and support necessary to enable me to accomplish my end. Amen.
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CLIP and Save this Schedule

EFFECTIVE APRIL 20, 1984
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

If you have at least two years of college left, you can spend six weeks at our Army ROTC Basic Camp this summer and earn approximately $600. And if you qualify, you can enter the ROTC 2-Year Program this fall and receive up to $1,000 a year. But the big payoff happens on graduation day. That's when you receive an officer's commission.

So get your body in shape (not to mention your bank account) enrolled in Army ROTC. For more information, contact your Professor of Military Science.

ARMY ROTC. ALL YOU CAN BE.
The Observer is currently accepting applications for fall advertising designers. No experience required - just creativity and enthusiasm.

call Suzanne at 239-7471 or stop up at The Observer's 2nd floor LaFortune office for an application.

**VAN LINES**
**Runs this weekend - Fri. & Sat. - movies, shopping, dining** - University Park Mall and Town & Country. 50¢ Round trip. Pay as you board at N.D. Circle, Grotto, SMC Holy Cross Circle.

**Hourly departures begin at 5:00 on Friday and 4:00 on Sat.**

---

### The 1984 DOME is Here!!!

Undergraduates can pick up their book on the Stepan Courts Mon. April 30 - Thurs., May 3, from 12:00-5:00 p.m. Must present ID to get your yearbook!!!

---

### Start A Line Of Credit!
Applications Available For:

- **MASTERCARD**
- **VISA**
- **SEARS**
- **HUDSON'S**
- **ZALES**

11 - 4pm Wednesday, Thursday, Friday in the lobby of LaFortune.

FROM THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD

---

**RETURN YOUR STUDENT SENATE FEE**

### FORMS NOW!!

---

### "Gorgar" takes fourth UMOC

Mike "Gorgar" Gurdak claimed his fourth consecutive UMOC title in this year's An Tostal festival. In reference to this year's contest, Gurdak said "This was the hardest and means the most. The competition was really tough." He admitted that it was the most fun too.

Gurdak first became involved in the Light Man On Campus competition his freshman year when his roommate said that he was "the ugliest guy he knew when he woke up in the morning." Another Holy Cross resident wanted to sponsor a candidate, and so "Gorgar" was on his way. Gurdak said that through the years, the most difficult thing he ever did was to swallow the first goldfish. He never got used to the pressure of eating worms.

Currently Gurdak is in the process of trying to get on the NBC television show, "Late Night With David Letterman." More than $4,000 were collected during the competition and will be donated to Sister Martin's Father School.

---

### Survey

Continued from page 1

"alcohol" spending ratio for parties was amended to "30 percent food, 50 percent alcohol, decorations, and cups." The "alcohol in original, unopened packaging with receipt" directive was adopted by a 13-1 vote which opted for keeping the correct system of simply "no open containers on campus."

Bertino presented to the council over 50 signed petitions, marrowing at the fact that the response took less than one day. He hopes they express his administration the concern which students have over the new social life at Notre Dame.

---

**University Park Mall and Concord & Pierre Moran Malls - Elkhart**

**15% Discount**

**not including sale items**

**N.D.- S.M.C. Students**

**DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS**

**FOX'S JEWELERS SINCE 1917**

---

**A.I.S. Shipping and Packaging**

You wrap or we wrap 3617 Mishawaka Ave. Mishawaka at Logansport Mon. - Fri. 8:30 - 5:00 We Ship Exclusively UPS

---

**RETURN YOUR STUDENT SENATE FEE**

**FACULTY/COURSE EVALUATION**

---
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Ruppe has been the victim of a bad press

I am writing to respond to The Observer's totally misinformed attacks on Loret Ruppe. To say that the Reverend Moon is not recruiting through the classified ad is a completely false statement.

Loret Ruppe is a pro-life voice in the House of Representatives, without question the most remarkable political skills, sharpened during campaigns as well as the Bush and Reagan campaigns. She is held in low regard in Washington because from it came someone who acted in an irrational way. For a long time I thought there was something wrong with my bill, but I was clueless as to what it was. I couldn't see any difference between Ruppe and more famous halls. I was saying "Where's the beef?"

To attempt to find the "beef" I invited my brother, "Bruan," to stay in my room last weekend. I explained to him that my hall section of 22 students contained the number two ROTC unit, the number two Dam in the country, the number two ROTC unit. He served as a Peace Corp volunteer from 1973 to 1975 in Ghana, and currently is a budget examiner for the Office of Management and Budget in Washington, D.C.

We have a place on campus

The military may really deal with those who want to act if the need arises. Some of those who will decide how our country handles foreign aggression are here at Notre Dame. Some of those who will decide how they relate to the Christian officer.

The idea that ROTC should be banned from Catholic campuses because it promotes anti-Catholicism acts by its members is more irrational than Notre Dame. Some kısı are not trained to make the deciding vote to send our nation into World War II. Notre Dame Law School graduate? If one follows the logic of the pacifist, the Law School should have been closed because from it came someone who acted in an unpatriotic and therefore unChristian way.

A military officer has less input than congressman in deciding whether or not we go to war. The responsibility of educators to educate its students, both academically and religiously, in hopes that its graduates will one day act according to the values of the Catholic Church. The University cannot be expected to accept the responsibility for action on the part of students once they leave the only hope that, through the education received here, the graduates will be better educated officers and leaders.

Loret Ruppe is a pro-life voice in the House of Representatives, without question the most remarkable political skills, sharpened during campaigns as well as the Bush and Reagan campaigns. She is held in low regard in Washington because from it came someone who acted in an irrational way.
**Equal coverage?**

Dear Editor,

On the front of your paper under the name The Observer is the slogan “the independent newspaper of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s.” Keeping in mind “and Saint Mary’s” I would like you to look at the Wednesday May 2, 1984.

There are three sports articles, one of them dealing with the Notre Dame versus Saint Mary’s tennis match. After reading the latter caption to the picture of Suzie Panther returning a shot reads, in part, “The Irish destroy the Bells, 9-0.”

This is just one example of how The Observer editor believes, or at least that is what the official Tricolor collection of Notre Dame would like to make the suggestion that in the future, the sports editor Joe Saint Mary’s is fairly as treating Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s. After all, the slogan is “the independent newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s.”

Kevin M. O’Shea
Holy Cross Hall

**Rickett was wrong**

Dear Editor,

In a recent guest column by James Rickett called “Viewpoint,” he discussed the issue of teaching about Catholicism or teaching the history of the Church of which he is a member. He questions whether the Catholic Church should be taught in the history curriculum. He argues that the Church has a unique and important history and that it should be included in the curriculum.

Rickett asserts that the history of the Catholic Church is filled with examples of great accomplishments and important events. He states that teaching about the Catholic Church would be a valuable addition to the history curriculum.

I believe that teaching about the Catholic Church in the history curriculum would be beneficial. It would provide students with a greater understanding of the history of the Church and its impact on society. Additionally, it would allow students to appreciate the unique aspects of the Church and its contributions to the world.

However, I do not believe that teaching about the Catholic Church should be the sole focus of the history curriculum. It is important to also include the history of other religious and cultural groups.

Katie Lee
Graduate Student

**Apple has a worm in it**

Dear Editor,

Several months ago I was pleased to learn about the computer technology contract between Apple Computer Company and the University of Notre Dame which would enable students associated with the University to purchase Apple computers and accessories at a discount in exchange for the University agreed to buy $2 million worth of Apple products. Unfortunately, my opinion was wrong because of the poor business practices of the Apple Computer Company.

Perhaps these manufacturers believe that they are “ethically” ethical. They made promises,dishonored them and now benefit. They required full payment in advance. What a ridiculous position for them to have money and our products.

I believe that since they did promise students the delivery of the Apple computer, they should at least pay the shipping charges, if the shipments ever do arrive. All, the salespersons stated that they “could not deliver” because of the poor business practices.

Students immature

Dear Editor,

Directing my letter to the students, I ask: Do you realize what you are doing? You were promised a delay and an additional expense. I do not share their opinion. I ordered a Macintosh, an Immitagewriter and accessories the first week of February. Pay-
There will be a meeting for all interested in starting a tennis team club in the fall. The meeting will be held at the LaFonnto Little Theater, today at 4:30 p.m. For more information, call Ted Planer at 1986. — The Observer

A campus-wide softball tournament, sponsored by the Campus Entertainment Commission, of the Student Government Association, will be held tomorrow on the Burke Memorial Golf Course. Entrants will have to be registered to play in the tournament. Prizes will be awarded in both divisions. A $2.50 green fee will be charged. For more information, call Do at 4664. — The Observer

The Observer Notre Dame office, located on the third floor of LaFonnto Student Center, accepts classified advertising from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Observer Notre Dame office, located on the third floor of Hagar college center, accepts classifieds from 12:30 p.m. until 9 p.m. Monday through Friday. Deadline for day two classifieds is 11 a.m. All classifieds must be prepaid, in person or by mail. Charge is 10 cents per character.
Brown picked in sixth
Steelers hope safety can support aging secondary looking to replace Blount

By THERON ROBERTS
Sports Writer

As the Steel Curtain rusts with age, gradual replacements will have to take over for names in the secondary such as Neil Blount and Donnie Shell.

The second Notre Dame player to be taken in the draft, Chris Brown was chosen by the Pittsburgh Steelers in the sixth round.

Even though he was chosen a little lower than he expected, Brown still thinks that he has a good chance to make the Steeler squad.

"I think that my chances are pretty good, taking into account the ages of the guys they have in the secondary," Brown said. "I think with the versatility that I have because I played all of the positions while I was here, there will be a way to help me, too."

The 6-1, 196-pound Brown moved to free safety last season after being drafted as a defensive back. But this year in Notre Dame's 3-4 defense, he was chosen by the Pittsburgh Steelers in the sixth round.

Blount, last season's fifth defensive back, was chosen by the Los Angeles Raiders in the sixth round, four picks after teammate Chris Brown was selected.

"That was about where I expected that I'd go," said Toran. "In fact, that's the exact team that I wanted to go to."

Defending Super Bowl champs have been known for hard-hitting play in the secondary, increasing the likelihood that Toran could break into the lineup.

"I'm going to Tampa Bay to do both (play quarterback and punt)," said Kiel. "I believe that my opportunity at quarterback is good, while I also believe that I can compete for the punting job. I've just got to go down there and prove myself, then we'll see what happens."

Although he had a solid senior year as a punter, Kiel said he's not thinking about the USFL because of the good chance he'll have to work in the NFL

"I'm not even thinking about the USFL," said Kiel after his selection. "I'm pretty confident about being able to make the team at Tampa Bay, and that's my only concern. This is a great opportunity for me, and I'm really looking forward to playing for Tampa Bay."
when NFL teams will pick the members of the Class of '84 who have signed with the USFL.

One NFL source suggested that the trade stemmed from the desire of Art Modell, the Browns aggressive owner, to get into a direct bidding war with the USFL. The Bears, the source suggested, were not so inclined.

As for the draft itself, some winners appeared to be the New York Giants and Jets, Cincinnati Bengals, New England Patriots, the Bears and the Cowboys. The Los Angeles Rams also appeared to do well, despite being without a pick until the fifth round.

The Rams went for immediate help, giving up a first and a fifth choice for defensive back Gary Green of Kansas City, a three-time All-Pro. Earlier, they had surrendered their second pick for Bill Roberts.

As it turned out, they picked Banks, then traded their second-round pick for Washington's late first-round pick and grabbed Roberts. On the third round, they picked West Virginia's Jeff Hostetler, whom they had tabbed as the draft's best quarterback.

The Giants went into the draft with two options — pick to their strength by using their first pick, third overall, to take Michigan State linebacker Carl Banks, or trade down and plug a huge hole by taking Ohio State tackle Bill Roberts.

As it turned out, they picked Banks, then traded their second-round pick for Washington's late first-round pick and grabbed Roberts. On the third round, they picked West Virginia's Jeff Hostetler, whom they had tabbed as the draft's best quarterback.

The Jets, with four picks in the first two rounds, grabbed four players who could provide immediate help — SMU defensive back Russell Carter, Arkansas defensive end Ron Faurot, center Jim Switzer of Pittsburgh and tight end Glenn Dennison of Miami.

Cincinnati used its three first-round choices to go for beef — linebacker Rocky Hanby of Arizona, defensive lineman Pete Koch of Maryland and 310-pound offensive tackle Brian Blados of North Carolina. On the next two rounds, they picked up what scouts considered the best quarterback and running back left after the USFL raids — Boomer Esiason of Maryland and Stanford Jennings of Furman.

New England added wide receiver Irving Fryar, the draft's top pick, to oft-injured running back Craig James, released by the USFL's Washington Federals, who couldn't afford him — particularly on the disabled list.

The Bears never expected Marshall to be around and they got another highly rated linebacker, Ron Rivera of California. They also picked up potential help on the offensive line in Michigan guard Stefan Humphries.

Dallas, whose most recent drafts have been mediocre, grabbed Texas A&M's Billy Cannon Jr., son of the 1959 Heisman Trophy winner, whom they will use at linebacker. They also may have helped their linchacking corps with DeOssie.

3.F.: Giants halt long losing streak

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Al Oliver's pinch-hit single in the eighth inning gave the San Francisco Giants a 4-3 victory over the Los Angeles Dodgers yesterday and halted a nine-game losing streak.

The Giants came from behind twice to stop their longest losing streak since 1951 when the club was in New York. The eighth-inning rally was off relievers Tom Niedenfuer, O 2, and Carlos Diaz.

"YOU DON'T WANNA GET FILLED UP WHEN YOU'RE GOOFY-FOOTING THROUGH A TUBE. YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN?"

Corky Carroll
Former Surfing Champion

STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
NEEDS VOLUNTEERS:
FOR CREDIT CARD SALES
IN LAFORTUNE LOBBY
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, AND FRIDAY
11AM - 4PM - SPLIT SHIFTS AVAILABLE
COMMISSION: 50 CENTS PER
APPLICATION FILLED OUT
Sign up at the Student Activities
Board offices on the 2nd floor of
LaFortune or call 1297 and ask
for Lynne.

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED IN A BEER, AND LESS.
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Bedouin
5 Athlete
10 Western
14 Las Vegas items
15 Judge
16 Senate
17 Devotion to religious principles
20 Pioneers
22 Sign
23 Hold month
25 Egg dish
28 Welded
32 Optimistic
33 Island
36 Old card game
38 Body blood
40 Zodiac sign
42 Bulwer
44 Gasped for breath
45 Bakery owner
46 Speared for breakfast
47 Spun yarn
49 Anti-Iren
50 Third from the end
51 Blow a horn
52 Author
56 Flying fish
57 Fish
59 Stagger of Sport
60 Blow a horn
61 Mother of Ishmael
62 Champion's basket
63 Serpents
64 Flashy
65 San — , it.
66 Cared for breath
67 Spun yarn
68 Bible
69 Concur
70 Quicker than a flash
71 High
72 Thoughtful
73 Star of Bethlehem
74 Decorated
75 Killed
77 Honeymoon
78 Bishop
79 Episcopal Church
80 Man
81 Mother of Ishmael
82 Author
83 Can
84 Swine
85 Sighs
86 Bakery stock
87 Agreed
88 Secondary
89 J. T. of sitcom
90 Foolish
91 Stagger
92 Victor
93 Museum prince
94 Contest
95 Detail
96 Flying
97 Contests
98 Flying
99 Interjections
100 Flying
101 Stagger
102 Stagger

DOWN
1 Summer quiffs
2 Cereal for weddings
3 C.P.A.
4 Sword
5 Corn
6 Sp fluent
7 Tastes
8 Literary monogram
9 Frequently, to poets
10 Straighten out
11 His victim
12 More —
13 Charity
14 Author
15 Author
16 sailed
17 "The Beet"
18 Palm of golf
19 A Max.
20 President
21 Pundit
22 South Dining Hall
23 Fellowship Prayer Group
24 NROTC Spring Awards
25 Fellowship Prayer Group
26 Fellowship Prayer Group
27 Fellowship Prayer Group
28 Fellowship Prayer Group
29 Fellowship Prayer Group
30 Fellowship Prayer Group
31 Fellowship Prayer Group
32 Fellowship Prayer Group
33 Fellowship Prayer Group
34 Fellowship Prayer Group

6:30 p.m. 16 • MGP
7 p.m. 16 • Gimme a Break
7 p.m. 22 • Magnum PI
8 p.m. 16 • Battle of the Network Stars
8:30 p.m. 16 • Family Ties
8 p.m. 16 • Cheers
8:30 p.m. 22 • CBS Special
9 p.m. 16 • Hill Street Blues
10:30 p.m. 16 • Chicago Special
7:00 p.m. 16 • Newscenter 16
8 p.m. 28 • Newsweek Special
9:30 p.m. 16 • Tonight Show
22 • Trapper John, CBS Late Movie
11 p.m. 28 • Eye on Hollywood
11:30 p.m. 28 • Late Night with David Letterman

Rejection Night

Bring all your Rejection Letters and get Drink Specials
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**Sports**

**Five members of Class of '84 get chance in NFL**

Despite career plagued by injuries, Bell first RB picked

By DAVE DZIEDZIC

Sports Writer

Being a surprise first-round pick and the first running back chosen in this year's NFL draft doesn't scare Greg Bell.

"I'm one of the happiest guys in the world right now," Bell said. "I'm anxious to get going."

The Buffalo Bills, who made the Columbus, Ohio native the 26th pick in the first round, are also anxious for Bell to get going. The Bills are looking to Bell to fill the backfield void created by the departure of Joe Cribbs, who jumped to the Birmingham Stallions of the USFL at the end of last season.

"Greg is looking to fill a need," coach Joe Gibbs said. "Especially because the Bills talked to me three or four times."

The coach of Colby Stevenson said the team had Bell rated as "the top backfield void created by the Bills talked to me three or four times."

"The 5-11, 210-pound Bell accepts the challenge of following Cribbs. I'll give him my best shot," he said. But he was quick to point out that Bell could fill Cribbs' locker or uniform number.

Bell's high selection came as a surprise to many people, especially Columbus, Ohio native the 26th pick in the first round.

"We don't think it's a risky pick," said Stevenson. "We did a lot of work on Greg, and we felt that he can be a big impact player at running back."

Bell, who finished his degree requirements last semester and was doing graduate work here this semester, is already in Buffalo, preparing to receive treatment on his ankle. He will be fitted for a cast soon and will then receive electro-magnetic treatments that should completely mend the ankle. The goal is to have Bell in top condition for training camp.

"My body's fine," said Bell. "All I want to do is carry a football."

Five members of Class of '84 get chance in NFL

**USFL signings take their toll**

Associated Press

NEW YORK — If the National Football League draft that ended just before 3 a.m. yesterday looked pretty much the same as ever, that's because it was. But only on the surface.

There were the usual bubbly pronouncements from coaches and general managers about the magnificent abilities of their draftees. There were the usual curiosities — sprinter Carl Lewis drafted by the Tampa Bay Bandits, Florida linebacker Wilber Marshall last until the 11th pick of the first round, when he was taken by the Chicago Bears. Marshall denounced the rumors as untrue and immediately began negotiating with the Bears.

There also were some clever scheming that NFL teams have learned some things from the flexibility of the USFL, which allows any team that thinks it can sign a player to negotiate with him regardless of who holds his rights.

The Dallas Cowboys, for example, used the supplemental pick on the fourth round to pick Steve DeOssie, a Boston College linebacker who was a fine round pick of the USFL's New Jersey Generals. Then the Cowboys announced they had signed him, something they couldn't have done had they not negotiated with him beforehand.

Then there was the trade in which the Cleveland Browns gave the Chicago Bears their last four picks in the supplemental draft next month, see DRAFT, page 10

**Irish win as Fallon gets 450th victory**

By ED KONDRA

Sports Writer

The men's tennis team ended its regular season Saturday with a 6-3 win over Kalamazoo College.

Coach Tom Fallon said that the Irish are a perennially tough match all around. Two of the three losses all went to third sets. (Paul) Gildon has been improving all season, and (Paul) Nagatani truly showed his guts when he came back from an 0-6 first set to win the match."

"This puts us in great shape for the Easterns."

The Irish are a perennial power at the Eastern Collegiates, and are returning after a one-year layoff. West Point won the tournament last year and are returning virtually the same team this year, according to Head Coach Tom Fallon.

"We're facing a lot of teams that we haven't played before," said Fallon. "Kent State also has a pretty strong team."

"If we continue to play the way we have been, I think we stand a pretty good chance of winning the tournament."

"We're playing a really good tennis right now," said Hartman. "If our lower singles guys and our doubles teams play tough, I think we have the potential to beat any of them."

Dallas with the third-from-last pick, a former Toronto Blue Jays baseball farmhand named Jay Schroeder, chosen by Washington on the third round as a quarterback, a linebacker named Jinnies Carter taken by Detroit, and a tackle named Byron Nelson chosen by New Orleans a c r y of "Akeem Olajuwon" from the gallery when it was the New York Giants' turn to pick.

But in the year of escalating war below the surface differences are the obvious — the USFL's signing of glamour players like Mike Rozier, Steve Yacoo and Reggie White diluted the draft and forced the NFL to virtually ignore quarterback and running backs and go primarily for defense, particularly in the critical first two rounds.

For one thing, NFL teams expecting post-draft USFL raids went to some lengths to make sure they could sign the players they drafted. Because of rumors that he was being asked about $1 million a year or was committed to the USFL's Tampa Bay Bandits, Florida linebacker Wilber Marshall lasted until the 11th pick of the first round, when he was taken by the Chicago Bears. Marshall denounced the rumors as untrue and immediately began negotiating with the Bears.

There also were some clever schemes involving the NFL teams have learned some things from the flexibility of the USFL, which allows any team that thinks it can sign a player to negotiate with him regardless of who holds his rights.

The Dallas Cowboys, for example, used the supplemental pick on the fourth round to pick Steve DeOssie, a Boston College linebacker who was a fine round pick of the USFL's New Jersey Generals. Then the Cowboys announced they had signed him, something they couldn't have done had they not negotiated with him beforehand.

Then there was the trade in which the Cleveland Browns gave the Chicago Bears their last four picks in the supplemental draft next month, see DRAFT, page 10